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Abstract A queue with preemptive resume priorities between customers from n different classes, is stud- 
ied. The customers arrive in batches of arbitrary size according to a Poisson process and the service times 
are arbitrarily distributed with a different distribution for each class. The server finally takes multiple vaca- 
tions each time the system becomes empty. For this model, the Laplace transforms of the joint distributions 
of the system states and the elapsed service times of the customer in service and the customers in limbo are 
obtained, both in a transient state and in the steady state. Similar results are also derived for the model 
without vacations, and the mean performance measures for both models are extracted. These measures 
are finally compared with the corresponding measures for models with nonpreemptive priority and useful 
relationships are obtained which provide insight into the impact of the various strategies on the performance 
measures. 

1. Introduction 
In this work we study a single server queue with batch arrivals and multiple server vacations, 
accepting n different classes of customers Pi i = 1,2, ..., n which can arrive in the same 
batch. For all z < j the Pi customer has always preemptive resume priority for service in 
front of all P, customers. Finally the customers are served one by one according to  arbitrary 
distributions. 

Queueing systems of such kind (structured priority queues) have been proved useful 
part>icularly to model communication systems, telephone switching systems etc. Practical 
examples of such situations can be found in Sidi and Segall [11,12] and in Takahashi and 
Takagi [18]. 

The first who studied a priority system with batch arrivals and two classes of customers 
arriving separately in different batches are Gaver [4] and Hawkes [5]. Jaiswal [6,7] and more 
recently Kella and Yechiali [g] analyzed priority systems with the customers to  arrive one 
by one and not in batches. Sidi and Segall [l 1,121 studied a discrete-time structured priority 
queue and Takahashi and Takagi [l81 analyzed a model similar to our model here, but with 
only two classes of customers and without vacations. Stuck and Arthurs [l31 obtained a 
formula for the steady state waiting time in the structured priority model in continuous 
time. Takagi and Takahashi [15], using the delay-cycle approach, derived the individual 
waiting time and completion time distributions in the multiclass model with batch inputs 
and nonpreemptive (HL) or preemptive resume (PR) priorities. The results of [l8], [l31 
and [l51 may also be found in section 3.5 of Takagi [16]. Takahashi and Shimogawa [l91 
using a decomposition result and an approach based again on the delay cycle, analyzed the 
steady state waiting time process in the model with structured batch inputs and composite 
priorities. Finally Takahashi and Miyazawa [20], by deriving a distributional form of Little's 
law and using the results in [15], obtained the marginal queue length distribution for the 
multi-class batch Poisson arrival model with HL or P R  priorities. Note here that although 
the combination of the results in [l51 and [20] might enable one to  obtain the steady state 
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marginal queue length distribution of the model (or any queue length moment), however this 
approach (the delay cycle approach) cannot be used to analyze the time dependent (or the 
steady state) joint queue length distribution.The aim of the work here is to derive these joint 
queue length distributions for our model, by using the supplementary variable technique. 
Langaris and Katsaros [l01 are the first who studied, using the imbedded Markov chain 
technique, the joint system state probabilities and the busy period of a structured priority 
queue accepting an arbitrary number of customer classes with nonpreemptive priorities 
between them and without vacations. In a second work (Katsaros and Langaris [8]) the 
authors extended their results studying the state probabilities and the unfinished work for 
the model with multiple vacations but again under a nonpreemptive priority rule. 

There has been an increasing interest recently in queueing systems with server vacations. 
For a survey of the earliest works on the subject see Doshi [2]. We have also to mention 
here the work of Baba [l] and more recently the works of Takagi [14,17]. 

In this paper and after the description of the model, we study in section 3, using the 
supplementary variable technique (See also Takahashi and Takagi [l 81) the joint distribu- 
t'ion of the system states and the elapsed service times of the customer in service and the 
customers in limbo, both in a transient state and in the steady state. Similar results for 
the model without vacations are derived in section 4 and the corresponding formulae are 
compared. Finally, in section 5, explicit relations for the mean number of customers, in 
both models, are obtained and used for comparisons and numerical calculations. 

We have to point out here the difficulties that arise in the time-dependent analysis of the 
model with preemptive priorities. For such a model, at any time t ,  one has to deal not only 
with a customer, of type i say, in service but also at the same time, with some customers 
from low priority classes (type j > i customers), which are in limbo with different elapsed 
service times for each one of them. Such kind of problems did not arise for the model of 
nonpreemptive priorities in which case the analysis is simpler. 

2. The Model 
Customers arrive in a single server queueing model according to the Poisson distribution 
with parameter A ,  in bakches of random size. Each batch contains customers of different 
types Pi, i = 1,2, . . . , n, and a Pi customer has always preemptive resume priority for service 
in front of all Pj customers, for all j > i. 

Denote by Xi, I = 1,2, .  . . , n ,  the number of Pi customers in an arbitrary batch and 
define 

where in general W= (wl, w2, . . . , wn). 
r^> 

The customers are served one by one according to an arbitrary distribution with prob- 
ability density function (p.d.f.) Ui{t), distribution function (D .F.) U, (t  ) and finite mean 
values i i i  and kthmoments E^ for the Pi class respectively. 

We assume further that each time the system becomes empty the server takes a vacation 
of random length U. following an arbitrary distribution with p.d.f. uo(t), D.F. Uo(t) and 
finite mean iio and kthrnoment E^. If the server finds no customers waiting after the end 
of a vacation, he begins another vacation and so on until he finds at least one customer 
waiting in the system. All processes so far considered are assumed to be independent. 

Let rt = (rfi, rf2, . . . , rfk) be a size k ordered subset of the set (i + 1, i + 2, . . . , n) for all 
i = 1,2, . . . , n - 1, fc = 1,2, . . . , n - i. To avoid heavy notation through the work we will 
use, for all K i < n - 1, K k < n - i, 1 < m <_ k, the following symbolism 
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and a,lso for i = 1 ,2 , .  . . , n 

ki= (kit ki+17 . . ,  ft'n)? 
W 

k:= (O,O, - . 7 0, ki)/fi+l, - - .  7 kn) 
i-l 

= (zi7 Zi+17. . . , h ) >  fl=z . 
W 

A, 2 i m =  (07 07 - 0, 2m7 2m+1, ..., zn), 
v 2 - I t  

m-i 

3. System state probabilities 
Consider the vector ( (t)  = ((l (t) ,  (2(t), . . . , (t)) where t i ( t )  represents the number of Pi 

N 

customers in the system at  time t and define 

= { ; if the server is on vacation at  t ,  
if a Pi cust,omer is served at  t ,  

k rf = (r,^, r,^, . . . , r k )  if k customers of priorities r;l, r ;  . . . , rik 
a,re in limbo (were preempted earlier) a t  t ,  v (<)  = 

( 0  

Let also 

if no customer is in limbo at  time t .  

pi(k',, X, t)dx = Pr[q(t) = i, v(()  = 0, t (t) =g, X < UÂ¥(( 5 X + dx] 
N f^t A, 

(3-1) pi+ (k'., x7 S, t)dxd 5,:= Pr[q(t) = i ,  v( t )  = rf, [ (t)  =t:, a- < U,'(<) < x + dx7 
A, A, 

X ,  < U;+ (t) < X k + d x T i , ,  m = 1 ,2 , .  . . , k] 
tm 'im 

where U:(t), UT(t) is the elapsed vacation time and the ela,psed service time of the customer 
in service or in limbo at  time t respectively. By defining, 

(zl,  22). . . , Zn),  
W m, ni(x)=-"Â¥i' l-uj(x) i = O , l , 2  ,..., n, 

and the generating functions 
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we obtain, in a simila,r way as in Taka,hashi and Takagi [18], 

with boundary conditions 

Let us assume now that the system is empty at time t  = 0 and the server has just started 
a vacation. Denote a,lso by P,*(-, S ) ,  PGfc(-, S ) ,  q^yk * ( a ,  S )  the Laplace transforms of Pi (-  , t ) ,  
Pi.: (-, t ) ,  qmr; (-, t )  respectively. Then from (3.3) 
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while from (3.6) 

Let now u?(s) be the Laplace tra,nsform of ui(t), p0 = 0 a,nd for z = 1,2 , .  . . ,12  

pi, = X b l i i l  + Ab2a2 + . + Abiai1 ei=(l ,  l , .  . . , l )  
W - 

We st,a,t,e here without proof a theorem from Katsa,ros and Langaris [8]. 

ha's for a,ll j= l ,  2 , .  . . , n one a,nd only one root, ZJ = X j { ~ , 3 + ~ ) ,  Zn = . T ~ ( s )  say, inside 

t l e r e g i o n ] ~ ~  < 1, where thevector W ak  ( s , a t l )  is defined by 
N 

Spe~ifica~lly for S = 0, ẑ. = 1 j + 1 <: r < 72 and p,-1 < 1, xj(0, e7+i) is the sma,llest 
N 

positive r e d  root of (3.10) with q ( 0 ,  efil) < 1 if pj > 1 a4nd . ~ j ( O ~ z ~ + ~ )  = 1 for pj < 1. 
r^/ 

We have tJo point out here that the roots of the equation (3.10) have in fact a busy 
period interpretation. To explain the case, denote by By the duration of a busy period of 
Pi ~ust~orners st,a,rting with m Pj customers, i.e. denote by B^- the time interval from the 
epoc,h at  which there are 772 Pj customers in the system and one of them commences service, 
unt,il the epoch a,t which, a,lt,hough the server is free to serve the next P, customer, there 
a,re no more P, customers in the system. One understa.nds that there a,re no customers of 
cla,sses 1,2, . . . , j - 1 in the syst'em, a,t the beginning and at the end of By. 

-(m) If now we denote by fj""(t) trhe p.d.f. of B.: and by f j  (S) its Laplace transform, then 
it ca,n be shown (see La,nga,ris and Katsa,ros [10]) that 

Now we will use Theorem 3.1 to show 
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Theorem 3.2 For R ~ ( s )  2 0 a,nd 12; 1 5 l t,he following relations hold for all i = l  727. . . ? n - l 

Proof. From the third of (3.7) we have 

a,ncl so (3.13) holds for i = l .  
Using non7 (3.13) (for i = l )  in (3.8) 

But a,ccorcling to Theorem 3.17 the denominator of (3.15) has one and only one zero in 
lzll < l wl~ ichbeco i~esequa l toone  whens = 0 7  z j  = l j = 2 ? 3  ?. . . ,  n. By putting this 
zero in the n~~mena tor  of (3.15) we obtain relation (3.12) for i=l .  Using finally (3.12) (with 
i = l )>  we elimina,te the integra,l from the numera,tor of (3.15) and obta,in (3.14) . Thus the 
theorem holcis for i=l .  S~~ppose  now that it holds for i ~ 1 ) 2 ~ .  . . ) j  - l too. Then from (3.12) 
ancl for all m = 1 7 2 > .  . . 7 j  - l7  

ancl using this relation in (3.7) we obtain 
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ancl so (3.13) holcls for i = j too. If now we substitute P* k(.) fro111 (3.13) and q:nrk(.) 
Jr3 J 

171 = l ,  2,. . . , j  - l from (3.12), into (3.8) we arrive at 

Thus usi~ig again rJ3~eorem 3.1 we obtain (3.12) and (3.14) for i=j and the theorem hams been 
provecl. 

Define now a-1 (S, zo) =z0 . To proceed further our analysis we need the following 
W W 

Tlieoreni 3.3 For Re(s) 2 0, 1 . ~ ~ 1  5 l and for all i=0,1,2,. . . , n, 

Proof. From (3.16) a,ncl for k = 0 

0 

IJsing this re1a,tIion) we obta,in from (3.7) for all i = l ,  2, .  . . , n, 
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i-l m 

IJsing (3.19) ill (3.20) and starting with i = l one can prove inductively, in a simila,r way 
as in Theorem 3.2, that for a,ll i = l, 2, .  . . , n - l, 

Fiila,llj~ from (3.5) and for i = ?X,  

a,nd so using (3.4) , (3.19) and (3.21) we obtain 

By putting now the zero of the denominator in the numerator we arrive a t  

Replacing finally p;(o,O, S) into (3.22) and (3.23) and using (3.19) we obtain relations (3.17) , 
W 

(3.18) ancl the theore~n has been proved. 
Note here that if we put 72 = l and B(z) = z in (3.17) we obtain relations (2 .14~)  and 

N 

(2.146) of Ta,kagi [14]. 
F'roin Tl~eoreins 3.2 and 3.3 it is now clear that for i = l l  2,. . . , n - l, 
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ancl so the g e i ~ e r a t i ~ ~ g  f~~rlct ions of tllc system state probabilities in a transient state are 
con~pletely known. 

'I'o obtain st,eacly state results let 11s assuIne that the limits 

exist. Then ljy clefining the correspo~icling generasting functions F i ( z i ,  W X)) Fir! (zi ,  X, E ~ ; ) ,  

Suppose 110w that  p = , l b l ~ ;  + Ab2a2 + . . . + Abnzn > l. Then from Theorem 3.1 the 
zero zn = .cT, (0) (for S = 0) lies inside the region lzn 1 < l and so the denominator in (3.17) 
ancl (3.25) cannot be zero when S tends t'o zero. Thus from (3.27), 

If now p 5 l the11 ~ ~ ( 0 )  = l ancl B(on  (0)) = B(e l )  i.e. u;(s + A - AB(an (S))) = l. 
W W ,., 

T h ~ i s  in t,his case, from (3.27), 

ancl so finally t,he generating function of tjhe system st'ate probabilities in a steady state is 
given, for p < 1) hy 

ancl fro111 (3.29) it, is co~~lpletcly kno~vn. Using TZ = l and B ( z )  = z in the above relation 
W 

LW obtain relation ( 2 . 3 0 ~ )  of 'Takagi [l41 . 
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4. The model without vacati0n-A decoi~~position result 
Let 11s exainine now the case at) which the server does not leave the system for a vacation 
1vllei1 1le t~eco~nes idle, 1)ut he remains idle until the first arriving c~istomer pt~slies him to 
start serl-ing again.1f now po(t) = Pr [server idle at t ]  and p;(s) is the corresponding Laplace 
trai~sforlll. then it is easy to see that 

wl~ile relations (3 -5) a,nd (3.20) become accordingly 

i = l ? 2  , . . .?  n - l .  

T1i11s using the second of (3.19) in (4.4) and starting with i= l  we ca,n show that now 

a,nd in a, si~nilar way a,s in section 3 

LJsing fina,lly t'he root of the denominator in (4.7) we arrive at 

From (4.6)-(4.8) it is now clear that the quantities P:(?;, X ,  S) are again completely 

known. Thus Theore~n 3.3 becomes for the model without vacation 

Theorem 4.1 For R e ( s )  2 0 a,nd lzi1 5 l 

where Qi ( . s ,  zi)  is given? for each i=1?2,. . . ,n by the first of (3.26). 
W 
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Note here that Theorem 3.2 holds for the system without vacation in exactly the same 
form (as in sodion 3 )  and so using (4.9) we obtain 

From (4.8)-(4.10) we can ea,sily obt'a'in a,s before the stea,dy state results, pO = 1 - p, 
an cl 

Note here that relations (4.11) generalize (for arbitrary n now) the corresponding results 
of Takahashi and Takagi[18] . Thus if we put n = 2 in (4.8) and (4.11) here we obtain (2.25) 
and (2.26) of [l81 . 

To compare now the obtained results for models with and without vacation, let us denote 
by P:")(s,)  W ,zi (:,) the functions P ,  (2,), W PZrt (z,)  given by (3.29) and concerning the model 

-(W) with mult,iple vacations, and by Pi (2,) , F$ (2,) the corresponding quantities in the model 
W 1̂  

without va,cations (given by (4.11)). Then from (4.11) it is clear that for any i. and r,^ 

while from (3.29) 

By cornpa,ring also the first equations in (3.29) and (4.11) and using definitions (3.26) 
a,nd (3.18) we obta,in 

and, in general, from (4.12)-(4.14) 
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By observing finally that the fractional term in (4.1-5) depends only on the class of the 
last customer in limbo, we can write 

and for the generating funct,ion of the system state proba,bilities 

W )  where = 1 - p a,nd 

Note liere that in both models (with and without vacations) the server's busy period 
can be considered as the sum of the particular busy periods of each class of customers in 
descending order of priority, while a busy period of the mth class customers is composed of 

-(.l a series of service completion times. Under this consideration the function Pim)(z}  - is in 

fact the probability generating function (P.G.F.) of the number of customers in the system 
during an m"' class customer completion time. If finally we define z , ~ =  m (zn,, 1 ,1,  . . . , l )  and 

substitute zin+1= %+l in (4.16) we arrive at 
C., 

with 

Denoting now by V/ .  the equilibrium forward recurrence time of the vacation and using 
t>he busy period results of Langaris and Katt,saros [10], we can show that the function 3 ( z m )  

is in fact the P.G.F. of the number of class m customers who arrive inside and inside 
t>he busy period of Pi, P^, . . . , Pm-1 customers created from all Pi, P2, . . . , P m u l  custon~ers 
arriving in K. 

From the analysis above, it is clear that relation (4.19) (and(4.16)' (4.17) accordingly) 
can be considered as the generalization of the well known decomposition result holding for 
the M/G;/l queue with multiple vacations (see Fuhrmann [3] and t'he references therein). 
Thus if we assume n = 1 (only one class of customers) and single arrivals (B(z )  W = z} in our 

model then relations (4.17) and (4.19) become 

which is the decomposition property of the M/G/ l  queue expressed by relation (1) in 
Fuhrmann [3]. 
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5 .  Performance measures-Comparisons and conclusions 
To obtain explicit, formulae for the mea,n queue length, in both models, we will use relation 
(3.10). If in (3.10) we replace sj with the corresponding zero xj(s,  zj+1), then 

If now we put in t'he a,bove relation, the root X ~ + ~ ( S , ~ + ~ )  instead of zj+l and after that  

xj+2(s7 ~ j + ~ )  inst,ead of ~ j + 2  and so on, a.nd take in the obtained relations the first and 

second derivative with respect to zm, we finally arrive (see Katsa,ros a,nd La,ngaris [g] for 
deta,ils) a>t, 

where 

2Ab.l 
k-1 A2b; k-1 k-1 

(5.2) e(4 k - - b() 2 + E bmjEj + b.-W + us l, 
1 - pk-l j=l (1 - ~ k - 1 ) ~  g i= l 

Using now the above relations in (4.11) we obtain the mean number of the mth class 
customers ( m  = 1,2, ..., n) in the model without vacations 

For the model with multiple vacations, using again relations (5.1) in (3.29) (or in (4.14), 
(4.15)) a,nd comparing the result with (5.3) we obtain 

Relation (5.4) shows the way in which the vacation affects the mean number of class rn 
customers in the system. Note here that,  according to (5.4), when p becomes equal to  one 
we have E ( L F )  = E ( L ^ )  for all m = 1.2, ..., n - 1. This can be explained by the fact 
that with p = 1, the lowest priority queue (m = n )  becomes saturated, the opportunity for 
a server vacation does not exist, and so the vacation time does not affect the state of the 
system anymore. 
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To compare now the mean performance measures obtained above, with the corresponding 
measures for models with nonpreemptive priority, we have to use relations (6.9) and (5.8) 
of Langaris and Katsaros [l01 and Katsaros and Langaris [8] respectively. 

If we denote by E ( L ~ ) )  and E ( Â £ k )  the mean number of class m customers in the model 
wit,h iionpreemptive priority and multiple vacation and in the model with nonpreemptive 
priority but without vacations respectively, then after manipulations in (6.9) and (5.8) of 
[l01 and [S] we obtain 

which is amgain relation (5.4). Thus the first interesting result is that the vacation affects the 
mea,n number of class m customers in the models of preemptive and nonpreemptive priority 
in exactly the sa.me wa,y. 

By using also formula (5.3) and the corresponding formula for E(Â£^ (relation (6.9) in 
[10]) and after heavy algebra, we arrive at  

Rela,tion (5.6) shows explicitly the way in which the mean number of class m customers 
changes when we pass from the model with preemptive priority to the model with nonpre- 
emptive priority. As the third term in the right hand side of (5.6) vanishes when m = 1 
(po = O),  and the second term vanishes when m = n,  we conclude that for the class with the 
highest priority the preemptive priority model always ensures shorter queue length, while for 
the class with the lowest priority, the queue length is shorter in the case of nonpreemptive 
priority. 

For the intermediamtse cla-sses, m = 2,3, . . ., n - 1, the sign of the difference E(Ĉ} - 
E ( L 2 ) )  depends on the sign of the term 

obta,ined from (5.6) after manipulations. Thus, if ym < 0, the nonpreemptive model is 
better for the class m customers, while the preemptive model is better in case of yrn > 0. 
Note here that possible ways to make ym negative are, either by increasing the mean service 
time iim of the Pm customers, or by increasing the mean number bi of Pi customers in a batch 
(or the mean service time 3;) for i <: m - 1 and to decrease the corresponding quantities bi 
for i > 772 + 1. 

Using finally (5.4) aBnd (5.5) in (5.6) we realize that relation (5.6) holds, in exactly the 
same form, between E ( C ~ )  and E(Â£^ too. Thus all observations made above hold for 
models with server vacations as well. 

We have used relations (5.3)-(5.6) to construct Table I which gives values of E ( L ~ ) ,  
E ( L g ) ,  E ( L k ) ) ,  E(@) for a model of five classes. We have assumed that the service 
times and the va,ca.tion length follow exponential distributions, 

We have also assumed that,  if Y denotes the batch size and Xmi i = 1,2 ,3 ,4 ,5  the number 
of Pi customers in a ba,tch of size m, then 
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- \" 
"0 

Without 
Vacation 

preempt ive 

0.1636 
0.2785 
0.4579 
0.7615 
1.3385 

preemptive lonpreemptive preemptive nonpreemptive lonpreemptive 

0.3505 
0.5 342 
0.8876 
1.7121 
4.5 156 

preemptive nonpreemptive nonpreemptive preemptive 

Table I : Values  of E(LL)) , E(&)) for pi=0.2 , iii=0.5 , i = l ,  2 ,  .. ,, ., 
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I11 Table I one can observe how the mean number of class m customers in the system 
changes, when we pass from a model with nonpreemptive priority to a model with preemptive 
priority, or when we pass from a model without vacation to a model with increasing vacation 
length. Finally one can observe the behavior of the four models when the traffic intensity p 
increases. 

Concerning the comparison between the preemptive and nonpreemptive priority models, 
Table I supports the observations made before on the sign of ŷ n. For example, with p = 0.4 
we obta>in from (5.7) = 0.432, m = 0.096, v 4  = -0.208 while for p = 0.9, 9 2  = 0.472, 
p3 = 0.216, 9 4  = 0.032. This means that for p = 0.4 the preemptive priority model is 
expected to  be better for the first three classes (Pl, P2, P3) while for p = 0.9 this model is 
expected to be better for the first four classes, something which now is verified from the 
numbers in Table I as well. 

Another thing which seems 'strange' in Table I is that for both models (preemptive and 
nonpreemptive) ancl for la,rge mean vacation time UQ, a reduction in the mean number of 
the higher priority customers is observed when (and although) the traffic intensity increases. 
Thus, for example, for a. = 5, E ( L ~ ) )  is reduced from 0.709 to  0.6095 when we pass from 
p = 0.6 to  p = 0.8 and a similar reduction is observed in the case of nonpreemptive priority 
too. This behavior can be explained by the fact that, under light tra,ffic, the duration of the 
server busy period is small and the server becomes very often idle and ready to  depart for a 
vacation. Thus a, large vacation time affects drastically the performance measures in such a 
model. When now the traffic intensity increases, the duration of the busy period increases 
and the server does not have so often now the opportunity to start a vacation. Thus in this 
second case the effect of a large vacation on the performance measures is expected to  be 
smaller than before. 

We can also explain this 'strange' behaviour, in a more mathematical way, by using 
formula (5.5). For the model without vacation, when p increases, an increase in E(Â£^ is 
a<lways expected, but, if a t  the sa,me time we face a large reduction on the second term in 
the right hand side of (5.5), then we can arrive at  a smaller E(Â£^) Thus in the case of 
- uo = 5, E(Â£?' increases from 0.1636 to 0.2286 (t0.065) when p passes from 0.6 to 0.8 but 
at  the sa,me time the second term in the right hand side of (5.5) is reduced from 0.5455 to  
0.3809 (-0.1646) and so finally E(Â£!;) decreases. 
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